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pers of Vishnu and ardent conquerors as they were, were
not likely to admire a sect which spelt destruction to their
masterful policy. The Jaina sadhus, celibates pledged
for life to ceaseless travels and bent on the propagation of
their faith, were, therefore, forced to explore more hospi-
table lands, and went south and west.
They turned for patronage and protection to Gujarata
with its cosmopolitan spirit and its poverty of great in-
tellectual and literary tradition. Its rich middle-class longed
for some literary entertainment which, without putting an
undue strain on its religious zeal, could give a sense of
spiritual security. Denied the patronage of highly cultured
or literary audience, the Jaina sadhus specialised in a
form, which could conveniently be utilised at once as a
means of religious propaganda, and a source of popular
entertainment. The Brahmanas, to whom the literary and
intellectual impulses of Mathura, Kasi and Nalanda were
the very breath of life, and whom royal patronage had
made independent of popular support, on the contrary,
showed an interest only in the kind of literature which
accorded with the higher standard prevailing in Maclhya-
desa. They manifested no inclination to stoop to conquer
the simple-minded or the idle rich of this distant colony.
Dharmakatha—religious story—is the category under
which will fall many forms of literature to which the Jaina
sadhus devoted themselves. The common element in all
these kathas was an insistence on the purity of Jainism, and
on the greatness of the gospel of renunciation under every
circumstance. One of the sections of the Jaina scriptures
is called Dharmakathn-anuyoga.
The Jainas turned classical legends, legendary lives of
saints, moral tales and anecdotes into dharmakathas in
order to spread their doctrine. Often, the epic legends
were re-written to suit this propaganda; more often, a
Puramc hero's life-story was re-told, making him a Jaina.
These kathas based on legendary biography were called
caritas. Vftsudevacarita was first composed by a Jaina teacher
of Candragupta Maurya (c B. C. 320), and Paumacariyam,
the Jaina version of the Rnwayana, and Harivanfa, by
Vimsila iu A. C. 300,

